Are you thinking of being a Lawyer?

These units are a suitable foundation to prepare for University and help reach your goals.

Core Units – Skill set to prepare for University study

- NSWTEGL301 Apply language and learning skills
- NSWTEGL401 Apply critical and evaluative language and learning skills
- NSWTETH403 Apply ethical practice in study
- NSWTLRN402 Develop learning strategies for further study
- NSWTPLG403 Evaluate options for career development
- NSWTSPG403 Prepare and present complex information

Level 3 Units

- NSWTHMN302 Examine issues in contemporary Australian society
- NSWTHMN303 Investigate Australia's Asia Pacific relations
- NSWTHMN304 Research human rights issues and concepts

Level 4 Units – These units are used to calculate the Tertiary Entrance Score (TES)

- NSWTHMN405 Analyse legal concepts and issues
- NSWTHMN401 Analyse historical concepts and issues in context
- NSWTHMN402 Analyse political concepts and contexts

10224NAT Tertiary Preparation Certificate IV Mix + Match

Whatever your goals and ambitions – this is where it starts!

https://mixandmatch.wsi.tafensw.edu.au/